
Jungle Luxury Villa Strong
vacation rental investment

 Manuel Antonio, Puntarenas

$1,135,000
ID: 18582

Property Type: Single Family Homes •  Bedrooms: 4 •  Size: 5,573 sq ft •  Built: 2021

•  Status: Sold •  Parking Spaces •  Appliances

•  Cable Satellite Tv •  Close To Schools •  Close To Shops

•  Close To Transport •  Fully Landscaped •  Income Producing

•  Internet •  Investment Opportunities •  Jungle Views

•  Mountain View •  Pool •  Split Air Conditioning

•  Washer Dryer •  Furnished Fully •  Luxury Estate

Property Description

Costa Rica is a country of enthralling natural beauty, the sense of losing oneself in tropical delight and establishing a life

where wellness and tranquility are at the forefront or priorities. Some come for a week and never leave? If there’s one area

in Costa Rica that perfectly embodies this feeling, it’s Manuel Antonio, a place where the conveniences of a tourist hotspot

and the transportive aura of an oasis come hand-in-hand. Home of the National Park with more than 7.5 square miles of

jungle that runs down to the pacific ocean beaches it is hard to find another place in the world where you can get

both.About this listing: Ground up rebuilt and expanded in 2021, Jungle Luxury Villa sits right at the heart of Manuel

Antonio, exalting the essence of the location with each one of its features. Just outside the hustle and bustle, this home

offers utmost privacy and calmness, but still within an easy walk or 5-minute drive to all the highly-rated restaurants, lively

bars and paradisiacal beaches, this property truly offers the best of both worlds.

Additional

•  ID 18582 •  For Sale •  $1,135,000

•  Sold •  Single Family Homes •  3.5 Bathrooms

•  4 Bedrooms •  Parking Spaces : 2 •  View : Jungle

Toll Free: 506.8718.7216 +506 2653-1919

Jaco Walk, Local 62. Jaco, Punteranas, Costa Rica 61101
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